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OMPLAINTS! Complaints! That is ALL we
have been hearing." Those words might
have resounded through the halls of the

Bureau of Engraving and Printing in the mid-1930s
when it was decided to enlarge the size of the obverse
and reverse check plate numbers to a more readable
size. In doing so, a most significant phenomenon in
U.S. paper currency was created.

This change produced notes that were later known
as MULES. The collecting of MULE notes has been
and is one of the most fascinating areas of U.S. syn-
graphics. This 13-year study is limited to the $1 Silver
Certificate MULES, which only occurred in the 1935
and 1935A Series. They are the "Granddaddies" of the
current, coveted $1 FRN MULES.
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THE $1 SILVER CERTIFICATE MULES

by GRAEME M. TON, JR.

One of only four known $1 SC 1935 MULE STARS, the rarest of all the $1 SC stars, mule or
non-mule. This note also has both the highest face and back check plates observed on the $1
SC 1935 MULE STARS —H1319 and 1034 respectively.

What Are MULES? How Did They Occur?

The ANA Dictionary of Numismatic Terms (Colorado
Springs, 1968) states: "MULE (Hybrid) A coin, token or
medal whose obverse die is not matched with its official or
regular reverse die, i.e. mismatched obverse and reverse."
This "split personality" definition was adapted to U.S.
currency whose check plates determined that they were mis-
matched on the obverse and the reverse of a note.

Check plates are those little numbers found in the lower
right corner of the notes. There is one on the obverse (face)
and one on the reverse (back).

In the mid-1930s, the BEP decided to change the size of
the check plate numbers from the micro .020 inch to the
larger, more readable .030 inch. This was in response to
suggestions to make the check plate numbers more legible.
The actual change occurred in early 1938. (This change to the
readable .030 size of check plate numbers carries through
today, as they are the same size on currently issued currency.)

At that time, it was the practice of the BEP to use the
already engraved plates until they wore out, even though

production was in a later Series. Plates were also refurbished
to extend their useful life. These practices created the
MULES, as well as the changeover pairs.

A $1 SC MULE is a note that has the micro .020 inch
check plate number on one side and the readable .030 inch
check plate number on the other side—of the same note. The
$1 Silver Certificate 1935 MULE would have the micro .020
check plate number on its face and the readable .030 check
plate number on its back. Conversely, the $1 Silver
Certificate 1935A MULE would have the readable .030 check
plate number on its face and the micro .020 check plate
number on its back.

$1 Silver Certificate 1935 MULES

The $1 Silver Certificate 1935 MULE is a 1935 Series
with a 1935A Series reverse. This is identifiable, as the back
check plate is the readable .030 inch. It is also identifiable by
the back check plate number itself. The readable .030 inch
size began with the back check plate 930, which was the first
back check plate designed for the then-new 1935A Series of
$1 Silver Certificates.

The range of observed check plates found on the $1
Silver Certificate 1935 MULES is shown in Table 1.

Table 1
$1 SILVER CERTIFICATES 1935 MULES

Table of High and Low Check Plates Observed

Low Face High Face Low Back High Back

MA MULE 1310 947

NA MULE 810 1371 931 1038

PA MULE 247 1390 931 1056

QA MULE 144 1386 931 1060

RA MULE 144 1385 941 1262

NA MULE 1166 1319 961 1034
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Enlargement of front and back check plate numbers on $1 SC 1935 MULE STAR note.

As shown, the MULES in the 1935 Series occur from
block MA to RA, and the *A. The largest number of ob-
served 1935 MULES was in the PA block. The random nu-
merical sequence of the face check plates on the $1 SC 1935
MULES indicates that quite a few residual 1935 face plates
were used infrequently during the production of the 1935A
Series.

The Rarest $1 SC MULES

The existence of the $1 SC 1935 MA MULE was dis-
covered as late as 1968, some 30 years after issued. There was
only one observation. It has a relatively high face check num-
ber, but a relatively low back check number. There is one
other known, but plate data was not supplied. With only two
known, both circulated, the $1 SC 1935 MA MULE would be
the rarest of all $1 Silver Certificate MULES. And, among
the rarest of all $1 Silver Certificates!

The note illustrated at the beginning of this article is one
of only four known $1 SC 1935 MULE STARS. It is the
rarest of all the $1 Silver Certificate STARS, MULE or non-
MULE. This one also has both the highest face and back
check plates observed on the $1 SC 1935 MULE STARS.
Quite an extraordinary STAR note!

Many would think the $1 Silver Certificate 1928E STAR
would be the rarest, but with a census of six known, it would
be in second place.

$1 Silver Certificate 1935A MULES

The $1 Silver Certificate 1935A MULE is a 1935A Series
with a 1935 Series reverse. This is identifiable as the back
check plate is the small, micro .020 inch. It is also identifiable
by the back check plate number. The micro .020 inch size
ended with back check plate 929, which was the last back
check plate designed for use on the older 1935 Series of $1
Silver Certificates.

The range of observed check plates found on the $1
Silver Certificate 1935A MULES is tabulated here in Table 2.

As shown, the MULES occur in the 1935A Series in 19
different blocks. That is quite a significant number of blocks
for a one-time phenomenon. The largest number of observed
MULES would be in the blocks NA MULE to TA MULE.
The back check plate most prevalent was 779.

There were six observations of the 1935A DB MULE and
five of the 1935A EB MULE. They would be the scarcest and
are only known in circulated, as is the 1935A AB MULE.
Four other blocks in the 1935A MULES have only one to
three known in CU, or close to CU. Interestingly, the 1935A
CB MULE is only known in CU. Someone hoarded them in
the long ago, fortunately, otherwise we might not have any
1935A CB MULES today. A 1935A FB MULE was once re-
ported. Inquiries for verifying data were unanswered. It
might exist ... .
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Table 2.
$1 SILVER CERTIFICATES 1935A MULES

Table of High and Low Check Plates Observed

Low Face High Face Low Back High Back

MA MULE 3 197 437 921

NA MULE 1 278 446 924

PA MULE 6 332 563 929
QA MULE 16 442 588 924

RA MULE 44 635 555 929

SA MULE 57 693 537 929

TA MULE 142 864 537** 929

UA MULE 293 911 715 926
VA MULE 577 1058 579 924
WA MULE 555 1188 585 920

XA MULE 730 1333 626 926

YA MULE 906 1440 765 926

ZA MULE 821 1592 761 926

AB MULE 955 1617 761 926

BB MULE 1294 1552 866 916
CB MULE 900 1773 779 916

DB MULE 1597 1937 886 916

EB MULE 1813 1955 900 916

*A MULE 24 1303 499 914

.* 1935A MULE T69397212A has Back Check Plate 52.

The high face check plates on the 1935A MULES follow
a numerical sequence from the first, MA MULE, to the last,
EB MULE. The low face and the low back are also in a rela-
tively close numerical sequence. These numerical sequences
would indicate the data was conclusive.

The high back check plate sequence gives us some inter-
esting clues on back check plate usage. Four of the more
common 1935A MULES have the last back check plate pos-
sible, 929. (What a collection of ending MULE plates they
would make!) Five other 1935A MULES, in the more diffi-
cult blocks, have the same ending back check plate 926. Four
other 1935A MULES, in the scarcest blocks, have the same
back check plate 916 as their high observed. Again, this indi-
cates two residual plates that were around for some time.
Their infrequent use would account for the occurrence of
MULES in these later 1935A blocks and their scarcity today.

The Great Mystery

In paper currency, there are some happenings that puzzle
all of us. It is one of the reasons why collecting paper
currency is so fascinating. There was one 1935A MULE that
defied all parameters and stretched the imagination.

There is an asterisk alongside the 1935A TA MULE low
back observed of 537. There was one observation of a $1
Silver Certificate 1935A TA MULE with a back check plate
number 2. This was quite extraordinary as that back check
plate should have been used in the production of the $1 SC
1935 AA issue. To find it 20 blocks later (about 2 billion
notes) indicates something very special or unusual. It is far,
far below any other low observed back check plate on the $1
SC 1935A MULES.

Close examination revealed that the overall back design
was a bit smaller than others examined in the 1935 Series.
(Remember it is a 1935A MULE, but has the 1935 Series

back.) Shrinkage of notes dried by the "wet" process could
have caused this smaller design, so in itself that was not con-
clusive. More conclusive were two other unusual facts about
this MULE. The "2" looks more like a sideways "S." It does
not resemble any other "2" examined on notes of contempo-
rary issuance. Additionally, back check plates 1, 3, 4, 5, etc.
have been observed on the $1 SC 1935 Series—but NO back
check plate 2 could be found on a $1 SC 1935.

So, what do we have here? It is $1 Silver Certificate
1935A T69397212A face check plate 591 with MULE micro
back check plate 2. It is position code L, the last of a sheet.

Uncut Sheets of Muled Notes

Surely, one of the great treasures in paper currency to
own is an uncut or partial sheet of MULES. This possibility
only exists in the $1 SC 1935A VA block. It is the only 1935A
block in which the uncut were issued. BEP records show that
only 100 of these 1935A uncut sheets were issued. BEP
records do not show how many of these were later cut into
individual notes, either by the Cash Counter at the BEP or by
collectors and dealers.

Two full uncut sheets of 12 and one partial sheet of $1
SC 1935A VA's were observed. All were MULES. Their back
check plates were of the 1935 Series, micro 774 and micro
912. There is a good chance that most, if not all, 1935A VA
MULES in CU could have come from one of these sheets. (A
$1 SC 1935A VA MULE in true CU would be worth $100
each.) They are scarce in CU and that is why in the long ago
the uncut sheets were cut for single notes.

Any time an uncut sheet of 12 MULES or a partial sheet
of MULES can be acquired in which each note as a single is
worth $100, you have something quite special.

It might be that all $1 SC 1935A VA uncut sheets are
MULES. It might be that some were MULES and some
regular 1935A VA issue. If so, then the extraordinary
changeover pair of VA regular to MULE would exist . . . or
did exist. Better check .

Muled Changeover Pairs

As mentioned earlier, the practice of using residual plates
also accounted for changeover pairs. A changeover pair con-
sists of two notes in consecutive serial number sequence, pro-
duced on the same production run, and each note having a
design change. In this context, the MULE to regular note
changeover would be the design change from the .020 inch to
the .030 inch check plates. This is illustrated in the following
example:

$1 SC 1935A Q98216120A Back Check Plate 909
(MULE)

$1 SC 1935A Q98216121A Back Check Plate 979
(Regular)

In this example, the first note with micro back check
plate 909 has the 1935 back and is a MULE. The second note
with readable back check plate 979 has the regular 1935A
back.

Today, changeover pairs in the $1 SC MULE to regular
notes are known in the following blocks:
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Micro back plate 929 and readable back plate 930.
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$1 SC 1935	 PA and NA
$1 SC 1935A PA, QA, SA, WA, BB, and CB

Oddly, only one of each are known. It seems there
should be more. The MULE note always brought a premium
over the regular note. Because of this, collectors and dealers
in the long ago would remove the MULE note from the bun-
dles. This opportunity does not exist today. No $1 SC 1935 or
1935A bundles in the MULE blocks are known to survive.

Back Check Plates 929 and 930

The actual change of design from the micro .020 inch to
the readable .030 inch check plates occurred in early 1938.
The BEP also wished to change some of the things on the
face of the older 1935 Series. These changes were significant
enough to warrant a new Series, the 1935A. When this change
occurred, the last micro back check plate was 929. The new
1935A Series would start with readable back check plate 930.

MULE notes, as well as regular notes, that have these
ending and beginning back check plates are quite desirable.
They illustrate this one-time change that occurred in our
paper currency.

Oddly, as you can determine by examining the Table on
the $1 SC 1935 MULES, no back check plate 930 was ob-
served. The lowest observed was 931, which was found on
three of the six $1 SC 1935 MULE blocks, a bit unusual in
itself. It was at first thought that back check plate 930 might
have been skipped because of the change of size of the check
plates between the 1935 and 1935A Series. This was done
when the BEP changed from the wide to the narrow reverse
design on the $1 Silver Certificate 1935D Series. The 1935D
wide ended at back check plate 5015. The 1935D narrow be-
gan at back check plate 5017, thereby skipping back check
plate 5016.

Further study was required. Back check plate 930 was
finally found on two circulated $1 SC 1935A regular notes.
One was in the XA block and the other in the AB block. Why
it was found on later blocks in the 1935A Series, as the XA
and AB, and not on the ten earlier blocks, leaves a lot to
speculation. It might have been that back check plate 930, the
first with the .030 inch size, was intended to be kept as a
master or comparison plate. We have this in the $2 USN
1928, where the face check plate 1 was retained as the master.
It might be that back check plate 930 had to be refurbished,
which would account for its later showing in the XA and AB
blocks. It might be that the BEP never intended to use back
check plate 930, but somehow, inadvertently, it was placed
into production. We'll probably never know, but readable
back check plate 930 on the $1 Silver Certificates does exist !
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BEP Selling Uncut Series 1981A
$1 Sheets from All Federal Reserve Districts

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing is selling uncut Series

1981A $1 sheets bearing the signatures of Treasury Secretary Donald
T. Regan and U.S. Treasurer Katherine Davalos Ortega from all 12
Federal Reserve Districts. Beginning March 1 with sheets from the
Boston district, sheets from one district will be available each month

in the Bureau's Visitors' Center and by mail.
"With $1 bills of Series 1981A going into circulation soon, we

felt there would be a demand for uncut sheets of that series, from all

districts," Bureau Director Robert J. Leuver said.
Leuver noted that the Bureau will produce 5.9 billion currency

notes during Fiscal Year 1984, an increase of 22 percent over the 4.6

billion notes produced in FY '83 and 32 percent more than the 4
billion manufactured in FY '82. "We have stepped up production,

without significantly increasing costs, largely to meet the demand for
high-quality currency for use in automatic teller machines, change

machines, and other devices," he said.
The 1981A sheets will be available in 4-, 16-, and 32-subject

sizes. The 4-subject sheets sold by the Bureau at numismatic and

philatelic shows will be from the same district each month as those

offered in the Visitors' Center and by mail.
Following the 12 sales months, there will be a make-up month in

which persons can purchase sheets from any district. "This is for

persons who may have missed sales in a previous month," Leuver
said. "But the sheets will be available only as supplies permit during

the make-up month as well as the 12 regular sales months."

The schedule is as follows:

Month
	

District

March, 1984
	

Boston
April
	

New York
May
	

Atlanta

June
	

Chicago
July
	

St. Louis
August
	

Minneapolis
September
	

Kansas City
October
	

Dallas
November
	

San Francisco
December
	

Richmond
January, 1985
	

Cleveland
February
	

Philadelphia
March
	

All districts (as
supplies permit)

Prices of the currency sheets in the Bureau's Visitors' Center

are: 4-subject sheets, $5.50; 16-subject sheets, $20.25; 32-subject
sheets, $38.00. By mail, 4-subject sheets are $9.50; 16-subject sheets,
$28.00; and 32-subject sheets, $47.00.

Money orders, bank-type cashier's checks, and certified checks
for the exact amount are accepted for orders of currency. All mail
orders should be sent to:

Bureau of Engraving and Printing
Uncut Currency/Souvenir Card Sales Program
14th and C Streets, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20228

Due to customs regulations and prohibitive mailing costs, the

Bureau cannot accept orders addressed to customers outside the
United States.
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